Appendix II
Bauhinia’s suggestions for reshaping the tourism eco-system
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◇ Proactively use new technology, design attractive new products and explore multidimensional marketing strategies
◇ Work closely with the Government and academia in grooming talent that meets the
manpower needs arising from the industry transformation

Take the leadership role to conduct forward-thinking research to adapt to market needs.
For example,
◇ Obtain more government funds to conduct more tourism-related research on topics such
as crisis management, in-depth tourism, smart tourism, visitors’ demand, industry trends
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As stakeholders, they should participate in consultation and share their innovative ideas,
and rejuvenate the community. For example,
◇ District Councils and local organisations can promote public engagement, identify their
own natural attractions, historical and architectural values
◇ Encourage residents to design tourism routes with community characteristics and
guided tours with designated themes

•

